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SEAT AND ORIGIN OF PAIN. Now, we by no means propose to encourage "cruelty 
Pain is so habitually associated with the nerves that to animals" because we argue that they suffer less 

it may seem at first absurd to speak of its having its than' has been commonly supposed. The old state
seat and origin anywhere else. We know that one grand ment, that when �e step on a worm we cause it as great 
function of the' general nervous system is to transmit a pang" as when a giant dies" (Query : why giant ?), 

MUNN & CO., Editors and Proprietors. sensation, which, when it is unpleasant, we call pain. may stand well in poetry, and serve a good purpose. 
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We know that the posterior roots of the spinal nerves We only put forth these views as having an important 
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istence and the degree of pain, that though its trans- We think the facts stated in an article in the Janu-mission is dependent on nerve fibers only, w� may fairly ary (1886) number of the North American Review, ensay that its seat and origin are beyond, and are truly titled "Landlordism in America," demand the grave not physical at all. Pain is mental. and careful consideration of all who have believed in Of course we do not intend by this to assert that there the possibilities of a better government on this contiis no physical pain, but we do assert that apart from nent than any yet attained in Europe. mental activity the degrell of pain which exists through- It will be a matter of almost startling surprise to out the domain of animal life is relatively so much most people, and to many who are much better inless than what our sensations induce us to believe that, formed than the average, that out of 25,560,000 acres if we were able to eliminate the mental element in our "of arable public lands, which could be cultivated experience, the pains we so often bear would lose, not without irrigation or other artificial appliances," postheir existence certainly, but most surely all their sessed by the government in 1879, not more than severity. We propose to show our reasons for such a 5,000,000 acres remain. belief. But this rapid absorption of the land would not be '.rhe first point is this: all animals of lower grade than so serious a matter-in fact, would be a subject of conhuman suffer very much less pain from physical in- gratulation-had the fertile regions so rapidly taken juries than our own sensations convey to us. We can up, passed into the hands of industrious farmers in readily see the proof of this in their habitual actions. plots of 160 acres, as the government originally inMany of the starfishes detach parts of their arms, at tended. Unfortunately, this is not the case. the very smallest provocation, and remain uninjured It seems almost' that the gospel of greed has taken by the change or loss. The Holothurians pinch their fatal possession of the people of this country. The bodies by contractions of their circular muscles until tricks, subterfuges, and frauds by which laws intended the posterior portions drop off in successive fragments to be beneficent have been wrested from their purpose and perish. This they would scarcely do if the process -for instance, the timber culture, pre-emption, and involved pain. desert laws-and made to play into the hands of unBut leaving the invertebrates, and ascending to the scrupulous speculation; the laxity of public adminisfishes, it is a fact well known to all anglers that a fish tration, the careless and unscrupulous legislation, by which has torn away the hook from a line in its strug- which territory large enough for an empire has been gles to escape will take the bait again as soon as its made over to irresponsible corporations, form a chapfright has passed off, and while the hook still remains ter in American history which will not shed a halo of in the jaw which it has perforated. Catching a swell- glory upon our institutions in future ages; and all the fish (Tetrodon turgidus) in shallow water, and dropping more will this darken the page, since we had the exam
it overboard as of no value, you may any day see it pIe of Rome, England, and Germany to warn, and that swim straight to the bottom and take your bait as of France to instruct us, both as to the danger of the quick as it reaches there. In" cutting in" a whale in absorption of small holdings by land monopolists and the low latitudes sharks swarm around eager for food. the creation of a class of tenant farmers, and the value As they may ca:u�e danger to the two men who are at to a nation of a rural ,population of actual owners of work on the body of the whale, it is customary to place small farms. a man on watch with a whaling-spade to drive them I The author of the article shows from the census 
away. It is great fun for him, and he chops the sharks that five years ago "the total number of persons enwithout mercy. Very often. a vigorous blow of his gaged in agriculture was 7,670,493, of which only 
keen-edged spade lays the whole side �f a shark ope�, 2,984,306 are registered as the nominal owners of their 
leaving his intestines exposed and floatmg out from �IS holdings." The rest are "tenants paying rent to land
abdomen as he swims, and yet this does not stop hIm lords, or agricultural laborers. " It is well known that. 
or seem at the first to cause him any special annoyance, the next census will show a large increase in the num
for he snaps up every bite of blubber he can get as ber of tenant farmers. Contrast this with the status 
readily as before. of France which, with a population of 12,000,000 less 

But it may be said that these are cold-blooded ani- than that
' 

of the United States, has 5,000,000 rural 
mals, and probably very little sensitive. Turning, then, propriet01's holding less than 20 acres apiece and 
to a grade much higher, a single incident may suffice workjng their holdings with their own hands, and 
to illustrate our point as well as a detail of l\lany ot�ers 2,000,000 proprietors of holdings of more than 20 acres 
could do. One day a young deer was brought mto apiece. An array of most important facts besides those 
camp whose fore leg had been ,broken by a shot. In to which we have directed especial attention are pre
the hope of saving it for a children's pet, we decided to sented; but the most un-American feature of the enPAGE amputate the leg near the shoulder. No chloroform tire business is the obtaining through indirect 1. CHEMISTRY AND METALLURGY.-Separation of Zinc from all was at hand, and the amputation was madt without any methods of large tracts of .s by foreigners who do the M.etals of its Group.-By W. HAMPE ............................... Wi1 
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